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➔Central focus remains improving work 
conditions for farm workers

➔Target audience for effecting this 
change is restaurant-goers

➔Focus at this stage was on understanding 
consumer habits and factors that impact 
restaurant selection

Framing



★Design team contacted potential pool of 
users to request participation

★Participants contacted design team 
members as they were selecting a 
restaurant

★Design team members noted all aspects of 
the decision-making process in each case

★Design team members asked questions to 
ascertain/clarify details of the decision-
making process

Case Studies: Dwelling with 
users



★Following user selection of a restaurant, 
design team noted the following:
○ Name
○ Time of day
○ Level of hunger (on a scale of 1-10)
○ Meals eaten beforehand

★Design team members compared notes and 
analyzed the data to establish the common 
metrics

Dwelling with users cont’d



Raw data
Link to Spreadsheet:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Agfv6gaisxDddGZzTkIzbnVvZElxdHlJc29RSGdo
YWc&usp=sharing



Raw data cont’d



Metrics 

Location Specials

Type of Food Familiarity

Budget Outside seating

Availability Full bar

Consistency Trying something 
new



Individual user feedback



Aggregated data



★Most important considerations in 
selecting a restaurant were:
○ Location
○ Type of Food
○ Budget
○ Availability

★Additional considerations included:
○ Specials
○ Familiarity
○ Consistency
○ Outside seating
○ Full bar
○ Trying something new

Interpreting the data



Understanding Workflow



• There is a two-way relationship between 
users and restaurants.

• For one to reach the other, they must 
consider the following constraints: budget, 
craving, familiarity, consistency, specials, 
availability, location.

• For example: a restaurant can appeal to a 
user’s budget by introducing specials, but a 
user might choose a restaurant because it’s 
location is within a close proximity (saving 
money on gas) which appeals to his/her 
budget.

Understanding Workflow Cont.



➔Made according to the feedback received 
from users

➔Design highlights the features that are 
most important to users…

➔...and makes available the other 
categories that are peripheral factors

Design Choices



Fair and Square App:
Home Screen to About Screen



Fair and Square App:
Home Screen to Map Screen



Fair and Square App:
Map Screen to Filter Screen (Lightbox)



➔Overall, felt that the app was easy to 
navigate

➔ Interested in quickly learning which 
restaurants have specials - suggested pin as 
a different color

➔Some users would not use the “pick for me” 
option

➔Could we add menus?
➔How would restaurants be added? 
➔Like the ability to rate restaurants
➔Keep it simple

User feedback to prototype



➔Use data gathered as part of this phase 
and information learned from users to 
refine the app

➔Consider ways in which consumers can 
indicate support for fair labor practices 
at local restaurants

➔May start by asking restaurants to 
participate in advertising where their 
food products are sourced

Next Steps


